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Upper River Witham 
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Photo: Upper Witham valley, view downstream from Grange Farm, near Stoke Rochford (© David Hutchinson). 
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Key Findings 

1. The greatest detrimental impact upon river habitat is the legacy of past 
channel engineering. Straightening and widening of the channel and 
lowering of the river bed have disrupted/destroyed the natural pool-riffle 
sequence and disconnected the floodplain. The process of the river 
recovering these natural characteristics is very slow (centuries) because 
of the naturally low energy of the river and limited supply of coarse 
sediment. 

2. Recent habitat improvement measures within the existing channel have 
had limited success. Installed in-stream structures have not had the 
desired effect of creating scour and producing depth variation. This is 
because of the resistant nature of the predominantly clay substrate, loss 
of sediment (gravel) to historic channel engineering and lack of 
sediment (gravel) supply/retention within the present channel 
dimensions. Introduced brushwood and large woody material have 
improved cover and fish-holding habitat, but have not fundamentally 
changed the channel shape. 

3. The weir removal in 2014 at Easton has restored fish passage and better 
habitat to the formerly impounded reach upstream, although the above 
constraints (point 1) remain. Trout numbers observed in this reach 
indicate a recovery from past pollution incidents. 

4. Where the constraints (point 1 above) have been addressed by 
realigning and re-naturalising the channel at Grange Farm, habitat 
improvement has been more successful, although further intervention 
is required. Introduced gravel has been displaced in high flows and 
needs to be replaced with larger calibre material which will remain stable 
and restore the designed pool-riffle sequence. The abrupt change in 
valley floor gradient at this site constrained the design of the new 
channel and caused this situation; this is unusual and should not be a 
deterrent to similar river restoration schemes elsewhere. 

5. There are suitable locations for river re-naturalisation projects (channel 
realignment and re-meandering, floodplain reconnection) at the 
locations in Table 1 (and Figure 1) below. It is recommended that these 
are worked up into deliverable, costed individual projects within a 
framework for the entire reach inspected. The framework should ensure 
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that the individual projects tie-in to each other (or to fixed, immovable 
bed levels in between). A suggested approach for developing individual 
projects is given on page 14. Detailed LiDAR maps with contour levels 
are required to progress early project concept development. A 
spreadsheet of indicative costs for delivery of each project is provided 
to accompany this report. 

Location Existing River 
thalweg length 
in metres 
(approximate) 

Down 
valley 
distance 
(m) 

Sinuosity 
index 

Upstream and 
downstream grid 
references 
(approximate) 

Priority (in 
terms of likely 
feasibility) 

Easton (A1 to 
former weir) 

750 720 1.04 SK9287025454 - 
SK9272526059 

High 

Easton (former 
weir to u/s of 
walled gardens) 

550 490 1.12 SK9272526059 - 
SK9272626391 

Medium 

Easton (upstream 
of Easton Lane) 

920 720 1.28 SK9271926935 - 
SK9296327400 

Medium 

Downstream of 
Easton Lane 

530 528 1.00 SK9296127425 - 
SK9262627773 

High 

Downstream of 
Grange Farm 
restoration to 
Washdike Lane 

850 730 1.16 SK9300028130 - 
SK9306128674 

High 

Downstream of 
Washdike Lane 

720 490 1.47 

 

SK9306128674 - 
SK9300329166 

High 

Great Ponton 
“Phase 2” 

2040 1805 1.13 SK9300329166 - 
SK9290430427 

Low 

Great Ponton 
“Phase 1” 

920 690 1.33 SK9298730511 - 
SK9285831186 

Medium 

Table 1 Sites and existing river lengths where river re‐naturalisation may be possible. 

6. In addition to re-meandering, critical to the success of river re-
naturalisation projects is making sure the bankfull capacity of the new 
channel is correct (i.e. the river will spill out onto its floodplain at 
approximately a 1 in 2 year flood event). To achieve this, either (a) the 
floodplain has to be lowered to match the bed level of the existing 
channel, or (b) the bed of the existing channel has to be raised so that 
the existing valley floor can function as the floodplain. 
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Option (a) was used at the Grange Farm restoration and has the 
advantage of tying-in smoothly to existing upstream and downstream 
bed levels, but the disadvantage of very large volumes of spoil having 
to be moved (high costs, more impact upon terrestrial habitats). Option 
(b) has the advantage of less spoil, lower costs and less disruption of 
adjacent terrestrial habitats, but the disadvantage of having to step-up 
and step-down the bed level to tie-in to adjacent unrestored reaches at 
the upstream and downstream end of the project respectively. At the 
upstream end, the existing channel would effectively be dammed to the 
height required to divert the flow into the new channel; this would have 
an upstream impounding effect in the existing channel which needs to 
be considered (the bed level there would re-grade over time). At the 
downstream end of the restored reach, the bed level would have to be 
stepped-down, for example using a series of log cross-vanes (such as 
at the Donington-on-Bain project), or possibly tied-in to an existing high 
spot on the bed, such as a bridge culvert invert, or ford. 
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Figure 1 Locations of potential river re‐naturalisation projects. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The Environment Agency FBG team based in Lincoln have worked with various 
landowners and partners in recent years to deliver river habitat improvement 
projects on the upper Witham, upstream of Grantham. 

This report is a critical review of the project sites to assess whether the original 
aims and objectives have been met and whether further works are required. 
The report is based upon observations made during site visits undertaken by 
Tim Jacklin of the Wild Trout Trust and Matthew Parr of the Environment 
Agency in July and August 2018. 

The Environment Agency and Wild Trout Trust would like to thank the 
landowners of the project sites for their ongoing support for the project work 
on the upper Witham. 

Normal convention is applied throughout the report with respect to bank 
identification, i.e. the banks are designated left hand bank (LHB) or right hand 
bank (RHB) whilst looking downstream. 

 

2.0 Overview 

Table 2 summarises the Water Framework Directive information for the 
waterbodies within which the project sites fall. 

River  River Witham  River Witham 

Waterbody Name  Witham - headwaters to conf 
Cringle Bk 

Witham - conf Cringle Bk to conf 
Brant 

Waterbody ID  GB105030051570  GB105030056780 

Management /Operational  
Catchment  Witham – Witham Upper  Witham – Witham Upper 

River Basin District  Anglian  Anglian 

Current Ecological Quality  Overall classification of Poor 
ecological status in 2016 

Overall classification of Moderate 
ecological status in 2016 

U/S Grid Ref inspected  SK9286725465 
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D/S Grid Ref inspected  SK9285731180 

Length of river inspected   c. 8 km 

Table  2  Summary  of  WFD  information  from  http://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment‐

planning/OperationalCatchment/3508  

Two previous case study reports detail the work carried out at each project 
site and should be referred to in conjunction with this report: 

 Upper River Witham: Easton Version 2 (22.04.15) 

 Upper River Witham: Great Ponton v1. (13.01.16) (including the Grange 
Farm channel re-alignment to create a naturalised river channel) 

The names and numbers of sites / project phases referred to in the above 
reports are retained in this report for continuity. However, the sections below 
are listed in geographical order from upstream to downstream (A1 to Great 
Ponton), rather than chronological order as in the above reports. Additional 
reaches of river not covered by the above reports, but which have potential 
for habitat enhancement, are included in this review and specifically identified 
below. 
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3.0 Project Assessment: Easton 

 

Map 1 Locations of habitat enhancements at Easton (from River Habitat Enhancement Case Studies: Upper River 

Witham: Easton Version 2, 22.04.15) 

3.1 Easton (Phase 3) SK9287025454 - SK9272526059 

Works: Weir removal; installation of flow deflectors; hinged trees. 

Weir removal has removed the impoundment, lowered upstream water levels 
and caused limited re-grading of the river bed (Photo 1). Prior to the weir 
removal there were concerns that bed re-grading could cause extensive 
upstream migration of a nick point, which could adversely affect the 
connectivity of wet floodplain areas on the right bank, or even the A1 culvert. 
These fears have proved unjustified, because of the low gradient of the river 
channel, the resistant nature of the underlying bed and banks (clay) and 
limited presence of overlying mobile sediment in the river. There has been no 
change to the wet areas mentioned above (Photo 9), which were already 
disconnected from the river channel prior to weir removal, their water being 
derived from springs on the valley side. 
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Photo 1 Immediately upstream of removed weir, showing the slow rate and limited extent of downcutting and 

mobilisation of accumulated sediments. 

The weir removal has resulted in some limited improvement to the in-stream 
habitat by re-energising the formerly impounded section and mobilising the 
limited amount of coarse sediment present, creating riffles and gravel side 
bars (Photos 1 & 2). An old cable crossing housed in clay pipes forms a debris 
dam approximately 100m upstream of the former weir, which may be limiting 
the extent of river bed regrading (Photo 3). A number of trout were observed 
which is encouraging, demonstrating some recovery from the serious pollution 
incidents which occurred prior to the original works. 
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Photo 2 Some natural channel features (and better habitat) have established where there are meanders in the 

channel, for example this gravel side bar on the inside of the bend and a deeper scour pool on the outside 

(upstream view). The clay banks and bed of the river are very stable and resistant to erosion, which prevents 

such features developing naturally (other than on timescales of thousands of years). The scale of channel 

disconnection from the floodplain is illustrated by the person standing on top of the bank.  
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Photo 3 A small impoundment approximately 100m upstream of the former weir (caused by a redundant cable 

crossing housed in clay pipes) may be limiting the extent of river bed re‐grading. 

 

The installation of flow deflectors has not had the desired effect of scouring 
deeper areas because of the resistant nature of the clay forming the bed and 
banks (Photo 4). Hinged trees have provided some cover for fish which helps 
to an extent to offset the shallow uniformity of the existing channel, but some 
of the introduced structures have deteriorated quickly and are now providing 
little benefit (Photo 7). 
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Photo 4  A log flow deflector which has failed to create any deeper water through bed scour because of the 

resistant nature of the clay river bed. 

 

The habitat quality within this section remains fundamentally compromised by 
the historic channel realignment and bed lowering. The straightened, incised 
channel is disconnected from its floodplain and is uniformly shallow (Photos 5 
& 8). The only deeper areas occur where there are meanders in the channel – 
only two or three within approximately 800m of channel (Photos 2 & 6). This 
greatly limits the fish carrying capacity of the river. 

The habitat improvement interventions carried out so far have had limited 
effect. The weir removal has created some better habitat and restored fish 
passage, but flow deflectors and hinged trees have had poor results. 
Meaningful and lasting river habitat improvements can only be achieved here 
by addressing the artificial nature of the channel, namely its straightness and 
the level of its bed in relation to the floodplain. The channel planform needs 
to be made more meandering and the river bed level needs to be raised in 
relation to the floodplain. 
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Photo 5 Typical example of the channel in the lower field (former weir field), showing trapezoidal channel cross‐

section, uniform shallow depth profile and lowered river bed which is disconnected from the floodplain 

(upstream view). 
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Photo 6 A deeper pool (foreground) located on a meander. One of only two deeper areas on this reach of 

approximately 800m (upstream view). 

 

Photo 7 Downstream view from the A1 culvert showing the straightened channel, trapezoidal cross‐section and 

uniformly shallow nature of the river. 
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The left bank on the downstream section of this reach (Photo 8) has a flat, 
open floodplain area with a possible former river channel area to the west 
(left) side of the valley (See Figure 2). The right bank on the upstream 
section (Photo 9) has clear evidence of former river channels on the 
floodplain which are likely to have been part of the original river channel 
prior to realignment; this area is now wooded. 

 

Photo 8 Floodplain on the LHB towards the downstream end of the section. The existing channel was realigned 

to the edge of the valley and its bed lowered, disconnecting it from the floodplain. 
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Photo 9 On the RHB downstream of the A1 in Wellspring Plantation, there are low, wet areas draining to the 

river channel. These are probably part of the river channel prior to realignment, now wetted by natural springs 

on the valley side. 

Analysis of river channel and floodplain levels from LiDAR data was carried 
out by G. Foster, EA Geomorphologist prior to the weir removal when a 
bypass channel was being considered (Appendix 1). This gives an indication 
of the type of project that would be necessary to deliver river habitat 
benefits. Further work necessary to progress such a project would need to 
include: 

 Likely path of realigned channel determined from detailed LiDAR. 
 Agreement in principle from the landowner (and Natural England, if 

applicable, re existing agri-environment agreements) 
 Determine costs of design and planning stage and secure funding 
 Detailed topographic survey of the river bed and floodplain 
 Outline design options by a fluvial geomorphologist 
 Consultation upon design options, taking account of planning 

considerations including flood risk, biodiversity, heritage, etc. 
 Preparation of detailed design option by fluvial geomorphologist 
 Determine outline delivery costs and secure funding 
 Obtain necessary permissions and consents 
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 Tendering and delivery 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show a valley cross-section and relative ground levels 
(from LIDAR). For illustrative purposes, a restored channel planform has been 
plotted on Figure 2, using the former river channels (paleo-channels) evident 
from the LIDAR levels (dark dashed line) and a designed meandering channel 
where no paleo-channels are evident (light dashed line). 

There is clearly scope at this site to restore the river channel by raising the 
river bed and re-meandering the channel. Raising the river bed (rather than 
lowering the floodplain, as previously carried out at Grange Farm – see section 
3.4 below) would minimise the spoil arising, allowing it to be disposed of on 
site in the sections of backfilled channel. Using sections of the existing channel 
within the design for the downstream section (light dashed line, Figure 3) 
rather than realigning the channel into the western paleo-channel would leave 
the open floodplain area, an important shooting drive (Photo 8) relatively 
undisturbed. 

 

Figure 2  Valley cross –section (west bank on left), showing paleo‐channel (arrow). 
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Figure 3 LIDAR ground levels of Easton A1 to former weir with illustrative restored channel planform following 

paleo‐channels (dark dashed line) and designed into flat floodplain where paleo‐channels are absent (light line). 



3.2 Easton (Phase 1) SK9268326066 - SK9296427403 

Works: Channel narrowing and flow deflection to create flow variation and bed 
scour using log flow deflectors (vanes), open and enclosed log/faggot and 
brushwood mattresses (silt-traps) and earth, turf and silt filled log- or faggot-
fronted enclosures; creation of sections of 2-stage channel and enhancing 
marginal wetland habitat by reprofiling banks; excavation of pools in the river 
bed; increasing in-stream woody habitat by securing existing deadwood and 
hinging and pinning (layering) live riverside trees; and fencing to prevent bank 
erosion by livestock. 

Hinged trees and brushwood mattresses were installed along the reach from 
the track bridge crossing at the upstream end of this section 
(SK9268326065) to the drain channel on the RHB (SK9272526395). 
The woody structures provide beneficial cover for fish, but have not had the 
desired scouring effect to create extra water depth. The structures have 
colonised with emergent vegetation and narrowed the low-flow channel in the 
immediate locality of each structure, but have not had a noticeable effect upon 
the depth of the channel; bed scour has been very limited, again because of 
the resistant nature of the clay river bed and lack of overlying mobile 
sediment.  

The section between the track bridge and drain contains few meander bends 
and is disconnected from its floodplain, indicative of past channel realignment 
and bed lowering (historic maps indicate a weir was present, Figure 4). To 
permanently restore self-sustaining natural river habitat features here (a pool-
riffle sequence), the aim should be to reconnect the floodplain by raising the 
river bed level and creating a more sinuous planform by excavating meanders. 
The river channel capacity would be smaller and the floodplain would inundate 
more frequently; this would provide benefits by storing water (reducing flood 
risk benefits downstream), but the effect on current adjacent land use 
(permanent pasture and woodland) needs to be considered. 
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Figure 4 www.old‐maps.co.uk OS County Series 1:2500 Lincolnshire 1888‐1889. Showing a waterfall (arrow) no 

longer present, possibly providing a head of water to the nearby hydraulic ram, the remains of which are still in 

existence. The pond on the left bank near the waterfall is no longer present (possibly because of reduced water 

levels following the removal of the waterfall (weir). 

Raising the river bed level could be achieved by cut-and-fill from the adjacent 
banks, i.e. excavation of the river banks to a lower level, and the clay spoil 
used to raise the river bed. Imported gravel could then be used to top dress 
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the new river bed. Similar steps to progressing such a project are required, 
as described in the previous section. 

This is one of a number of reaches identified in this report where river re-
naturalisation is possible. It would be necessary to tie-in the upstream and 
downstream extents of these restored reaches to the existing channel where 
restoration is constrained (for example by bridges or the walled gardens). 
These transition points (where river bed level and/or floodplain level changes) 
need to be carefully considered in order to maximise restoration benefits and 
not to compromise future restoration opportunities. The restoration of this 
section should be considered alongside the section upstream for economies of 
scale. 

 

Figure 5 Cross‐section of valley, Easton (former weir to walled garden) – see Figure 6 below. 
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Figure 6 LIDAR ground levels of Easton (former weir to walled gardens) with illustrative restored channel planform 

(dark dashed line). 
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The section between the drain channel on the RHB (SK9272526395) and 
the downstream extent of the formal gardens (SK9260326774) was 
the subject of extensive channel narrowing, bank re-profiling and fencing. 
Photos 10 – 12 show the area before the works, shortly afterwards and the 
present situation; although not in exactly the same locations, they illustrate 
the changes as a result of the project work. 

The channel in this section is completely straight for approximately 400m 
because of past realignment when the house and gardens were developed. 
Prior to the recent improvement works, the channel was overwide and shallow, 
very open in the winter and prone to choking with emergent vegetation in the 
summer (Table 2). 

The works have succeeded in keeping an open channel through this section 
(although masked by the lush marginal vegetation at this time of year). The 
narrower low-flow channel promotes faster flows and fine sediment transport, 
whilst the marginal vegetation provides excellent cover (which is maintained 
throughout winter now grazing is excluded). An additional measure which 
could be considered is planting some trees to provide more shade and temper 
the growth of the marginal aquatic plants. 

 

 



   

Upstream of the walled gardens, Left: February 2013 (downstream view); Middle: April 2014 (upstream view); Right: View upstream from walled garden 

bridge, July 2018. 

Table 3 

 



Table 3 illustrates the various works downstream of the walled gardens to 
Easton Lane. 

The extensive stock fencing has been successful in restricting grazing and 
allowing riparian vegetation to develop, providing cover over the water for 
fish, which should persist even during the winter dieback. 

Log flow deflectors in this area have not been successful in creating scour 
because of the resistant clay river bed. 

Channel narrowing and bank re-profiling works have had mixed results. In 
some areas, an open channel free from encroaching emergent plants has 
developed, but in others the channel has simply become choked with 
emergent plants again. As with the previous sections, the historic channel 
realignment and bed lowering remain as the fundamental barriers to habitat 
restoration. Re-establishing natural river processes by restoring a meandering 
river plan-form, a pool-riffle sequence and a connected floodplain are the key 
requirements for a successful restoration. 

The areas where such a restoration could be carried out are restricted by 
existing features (e.g. walled gardens, estate road bridge), but there is scope 
between the estate road bridge and Easton Lane, as previously indicated in 
WTT report, River Witham, Easton, Project Proposal March 2013.(Figures 3 & 
5 therein). Further development of these ideas would require the steps 
detailed above (page 14). 

 

Figure 7 Valley cross‐section upstream of Easton Lane (see Figure 8 below). The flat floodplain gives scope for re‐

meandering. 
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Figure 8 LIDAR ground levels of Easton (u/s of Easton Lane). Bed‐raising and re‐meandering could be carried out 

to the west of the southerly section and on the flat floodplain area in the vicinity of the cross‐section. 



 

 

 

Phase 1, Map 3. Left: Downstream of walled gardens (bird hide area), October 2013 (downstream view); Right: July 2018 (downstream view).

 

 

 

Phase 1, Maps 3 & 4. Section d/s of walled gardens to track bridge (Left: August 2013; Right: July 2018). Fencing on LHB has allowed development of 

dense riparian growth, improving cover. Log flow deflectors in this reach have had little effect on river depth (no scour). 
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Phase 1, Map 5. Section d/s of track bridge to footbridge (Left: Feb 2013; Middle: June 2014; Right: July 2018). Narrowed river channel, re‐profiled banks 

and fencing. Improved riparian vegetation and cover. Lack of channel depth variation remains. 

   

Phase 1, Map 6. Second footbridge to Easton Lane. (Left: Feb 2013; Middle: Oct 2013; Right: July 2018). Narrowed channel with brushwood berms, bank 

re‐profiling and fencing. Lack of channel gradient here means flow has remained sluggish and colonised again with emergent vegetation across the width 

of the channel. 
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Phase 1, Map 6. Second footbridge to Easton Lane (Left: Feb 2013; Right: July 2018). Log flow deflectors installed. Steeper channel gradient here, but the 

resistant nature of the clay bed and banks has prevented the intended bed scour from occurring. 

Table 4 
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3.3 Easton (Phase 2) 

Works: Installation of a variety of in-channel features including hinged and 
pinned trees, felled and pinned trees, pinned deadwood, paired log micro-
vane deflectors, and brushwood mattresses (open and log-faced). Stock 
fencing (See Phase 2, Maps 1 & 2). 

Apart from the log vane flow deflectors, the works have been broadly 
successful in improving in-stream cover and varying the width of the low-flow 
channel. The structures have persisted and been supplemented by natural 
woody material that has fallen in / across the channel and been retained, Table 
4 illustrates some of the features observed.  

  

  

Table 5 (Clockwise from top left): Natural woody debris dam; ineffective micro‐vane flow deflectors; pinned 

felled trees providing good habitat; brushwood mattresses on alternate sides of the channel provide sinuosity, 

but no depth variation. 

As with the previous sections, the historic realignment of the channel and 
lowering of the river bed remain the fundamental bottlenecks on river habitat 
improvement here. The field to the west of the present channel evidently held 
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the previous course of the river and the remnants of former meanders can be 
seen there (Photo 10, Figure 9 and Figure 10). This area is a prime opportunity 
for a river restoration project, returning the river course to a meandering 
channel, with better floodplain connectivity. 

 

Photo 10 Field alongside the Witham d/s of Easton Lane with former meanders visible. 

 

Figure 9 Valley cross‐section downstream of Easton Lane. The arrow indicates the area for a restored river channel.  
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Figure 10 LIDAR ground levels d/s of Easton Lane. The former river course is evident to the west of the present 

channel and provides a guide for re‐naturalisation. This is a prime location for a project of this nature. 
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3.4 Grange Farm channel realignment (Great Ponton: Phase 3) 

Works: Channel re-alignment to create naturalised river channel (refer to 
Upper River Witham: Great Ponton.(including the Grange Farm channel re-
alignment to create a naturalised river channel) v1 (13.01.16)). 

 

Figure 11 Grange Farm project (flow left to right). 

The main problem observed at this site is the movement of introduced gravels 
which should have stayed in the positions they were originally placed. The new 
channel is designed with a meandering planform, with a pool-riffle sequence. 
The pools are located at the apex of each meander and have an asymmetric 
depth profile in cross-section, i.e. they are deep on the outside of the bend 
and slope up to a shallow bench on the inside of the bend. Gravel riffles are 
located at the inflection point (straightest section of channel) between each 
meander and have a symmetric depth profile in cross-section; the height of 
each riffle is critical because it controls the water level in the pool immediately 
upstream.

 

Weir

Engineered section, over‐wide with uniform plan 

form and heavily sedimented bed. 

New channel, designed to mimic natural processes and shape, 

following old plan‐form where visible. 
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Photo 11 Introduced gravel has been washed away from the riffle area (yellow dashed arrows) reducing the water level in the 

pool immediately upstream (red arrow). The shelf on the inside of the bend of the pool should be submerged. 

 

Photo 12 Introduced gravel which has been transported from its original locations and deposited elsewhere within the channel 

and on the floodplain (arrows). 
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Many of the riffles in the new channel have lost their original height because 
the gravel has been transported downstream during high flows (Photos 11 & 
12). This has resulted in a loss of depth in the pools and much poorer in-
stream habitat than the original design. 

The reason for the movement of gravel is because the stream power within 
the new channel at bankfull flows is sufficient to move the particle size of the 
introduced gravel. This indicates that either the designed bankfull capacity of 
the channel is too great (i.e. the inset floodplain level is too high and/or the 
inset floodplain is insufficiently wide), or the particle size of gravel used was 
too small, or a combination of these two factors. 

It was noted during the design and construction of this scheme that the level 
of the valley floor drops abruptly at the downstream end of the site (note the 
change from brown to green shades on the LiDAR image in Figure 11 in the 
vicinity of the weir). This necessitated creating a channel and inset floodplain 
that, with downstream progress, became more deeply incised relative to the 
valley floor level. This restriction on the width of the inset floodplain could 
have contributed to greater stream power in the new river channel and 
movement of the gravels. Once one gravel riffle had moved, it would have 
lowered the water level and increased the bankfull stream power at the next 
riiffle upstream, thus making that more likely to wash out, and this process 
would progress upstream with a “domino” effect.  

To rectify this situation, either the channel and inset floodplain would have to 
be re-modelled to reduce bankfull stream power, or the riffle levels can be re-
instated using larger grade stone. Whilst the latter option would create riffles 
with a particle size not naturally occurring within the Witham, it would be a 
lot less costly and disruptive and is therefore the recommended option.  

It is recommended that the original riffle levels are restored using a core of 
larger sized stone (e.g. 100 – 200 mm limestone) dressed with finer gravel 
(which could be recovered from the channel, rather than imported). The 
coarse stone would provide good habitat for white-clawed crayfish and 
sufficient finer gravel may be retained within the matrix of larger stones to 
provide fish spawning habitat. Whilst there is an element of compromise with 
this solution (compared with the original design intentions), the project will 
still provide vastly improved in-stream habitat and restored fish passage 
compared to the pre-project situation. 
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The abrupt change in valley floor levels at the downstream end of the site has 
dictated the above compromise, but this is unusual and should not be a 
deterrent to pursuing similar channel re-naturalisation projects. Indeed, the 
reach of river immediately downstream presents an excellent opportunity for 
this (see next section). 

For the purposes of estimating costs of replacing the above riffles, the 
following bill of quantities is provided, based upon cost breakdown provided 
by original contractor and recent quote for materials: 

Description Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Stone supplied; Gabion stone 
100 – 200mm 

150 m3 £58.501 £8775.00 

Load stone; into dumper 150 m3 £6.42 £963.00 

Move stone to location of 
placement 

150 m3 £6.42 £963.00 

Place stone; into river bed 150 m3 £6.42 

 

£963.00 

Retrieve gravel from channel 752 m3 £6.42 £481.50 

Place gravel over stone core 
on river bed 

752 m3 £6.42 £481.50 

Preliminaries 1 week £1315.00 £1315.00 

Contingency   10% £1394.20 

VAT  20% £3067.24 

TOTAL  £18,403.44

1£29.25 per tonne, assumes 1m3 = 2 tonnes (Quote from Creedon Quarry, 21/08/18). 2 
Volume of gravel estimated for original project:  0.3m (deep) x 3m (wide) x 10m (long) x 25 
(no. of riffles) = 225m³. In practice this was an over-estimate, so suggest 150 m³ of large 
stone and 75m3 gravel retrieved from channel. 

An additional issue noted at the Grange Farm project site is the sheep grazing 
pressure on the banks. Whilst it has been an exceptionally hot and dry year 
resulting in the parched pastures visible in the photos, the level of grazing 
observed is preventing a healthy riparian vegetation from re-establishing. 
Prior to the project, the upper section of the reach was woodland and livestock 
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was excluded; now sheep have access to this section and across the river to 
the left bank which is preventing re-establishment of trees. Some trees have 
been planted within post-and-rail tree guards on the lower project site; this 
would benefit from additional planting on the outside of meanders to provide 
shade over the channel. It is recommended that the grazing regime and 
fencing arrangements are reviewed on this site.  
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4.0 Potential Habitat Enhancement: Washdike Lane area 

4.1 Downstream of Grange Farm to Washdike Lane 

The reach of river downstream of the Grange Farm project to Washdike Lane 
is characterised by very poor instream habitat: a deeply-incised and 
straightened channel, disconnected from its floodplain and filled with 
emergent vegetation (Photo 13). This is a prime location for a river restoration 
project involving re-meandering / channel realignment and bed raising and 
/or floodplain lowering (Photo 14). The steps outlined on page 14 are 
applicable here. 

 

Photo 13 View downstream towards Washdike Lane. A straight, incised channel choked with emergent 

vegetation – very poor river habitat. 
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Photo 14 View of the valley looking upstream from Washdike Lane – ample scope for river and floodplain 

restoration. 

 

Figure 12 Valley cross‐section (downstream of Grange Farm to Washdike Lane). 
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Figure 13 LIDAR ground levels (Grange Farm to Washdike Lane). Few paleo‐channels are evident but the flat, wide 

floodplain lends itself to a bed‐raising and re‐meandering project. 
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4.2 Downstream of Washdike Lane 

The channel downstream of Washdike Lane has a more meandering planform 
than the section upstream, and initially is less incised (Photo 15). However, 
with progress downstream, the channel becomes more incised and 
disconnected from its floodplain (Photos 16 and 17). 

 

Photo 15 Just downstream of Washdike Lane the river is less incised, possibly indicating that no bed lowering 

occurred here. 
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Photo 16 However, with progress downstream the river becomes more incised…. 

 

Photo 17…..and more incised and choked with emergent vegetation. 
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A similar river restoration project involving re-meandering / channel 
realignment and bed raising and /or floodplain lowering could be enacted here. 
The steps outlined on page 14 are applicable. Given the already meandering 
planform and relative lack of paleo-channels compared with other sites, the 
emphasis here would be on bed-raising. 

There is an approximately 720-m length of existing channel between the 
Washdike Lane ford and the track ford downstream at SK9300329166. 

 

Figure 14 Valley cross‐section downstream of Washdike Lane 
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Figure 15 LIDAR ground levels (downstream of Washdike Lane). Few paleo‐channels are evident and the river 

has a meandering planform. Emphasis on bed‐raising is required here. 
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5.0 Project Assessment: Great Ponton 

 

Map 2  Locations  of  habitat  enhancements  at  Easton  (from Upper River Witham: Great  Ponton  v1.  (13.01.16) 

(including the Grange Farm channel re‐alignment to create a naturalised river channel) 

5.1 Great Ponton (Phase 2) 

This long section of river (from track ford noted above to Cringle Brook 
confluence) had various in-channel techniques implemented in 2014, as 
described in the case study document and including tree management (to 
reduce shading and encourage in-channel plant growth), large woody material 
introduction, channel narrowing structures (brushwood mattresses of various 
designs), log vanes / deflectors and bank re-profiling. 

Much of the channel was difficult to access because of dense undergrowth and 
another visit in winter is recommended. The areas that were inspected 
appeared to have had similar results to the other in-channel interventions: 
good cover and varied flow patterns, but little effect on the depth profile of 
the channel which is dominated by shallow water. Some deeper pools were 
evident towards the downstream end of the section and it was here that most 
fish were observed. 
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A river re-naturalisation project involving re-meandering and bed-raising 
should be investigated in this reach. The length of the reach may dictate that 
such a project is delivered in stages, but a long term view of the reach in its 
entirety should be taken to ensure subsequent projects can be tied-in to each 
other. Some paleo-channels are visible (Figure 16 -Figure 21), but extensive 
sections have no indication of the former river course.  

 

Figure 16 Valley cross‐section, Great Ponton Phase 2, Upstream reach. Note paleo‐channel (arrow) 
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Figure 17 LIDAR ground levels (Great Ponton Phase 2, Upstream reach). Some paleo‐channels are evident at the 

upstream send of this reach. 
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Figure 18 Valley cross‐section, Great Ponton Phase 2, Middle reach. 
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Figure 19 LIDAR ground levels (Great Ponton Phase 2, Middle reach). Few paleo‐channels are evident. 
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Figure 20 Valley cross‐section, Great Ponton Phase 2, Downstream reach. Note the channel here appears slightly 

perched above the valley floor, or possibly embanked. 
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Figure 21 LIDAR ground levels (Great Ponton Phase 2, Downstream reach). 
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5.2 Great Ponton (Phase 1) 

Downstream of the road bridge the river channel is artificially wide and 
embanked, upstream of a weir; these river modifications are clearly the legacy 
of former milling for storage of water to drive the mill wheel (Photos 18, 19). 
The abrupt change in level across the weir can be seen in Figure 23, beyond 
which the channel returns to its typical form. Previous habitat works at this 
site include formalising and reinforcing cattle drinks/crossings, in-stream 
structures (brushwood mattresses, etc.), tree coppicing/pollarding/laying and 
fencing. These works have greatly improved the riparian habitat of the river 
and provided good cover for holding and increasing the survival rates of wild 
trout (Photo 20). Other species are benefitting as well, as otter spraint was 
noted close to the weir containing the remains of crayfish. As with other 
reaches, there has been no major change to the shape or depth profile of the 
river channel which remains sub-optimal because of historic channel 
modifications. 

The weir impoundment and modified channel remain the major negative 
influence on river habitat in this section. Former meanders are clearly visible 
in the field (and Figure 22 and Figure 23) on the RHB downstream of the weir 
and there may be scope for a river restoration project here, reconnecting the 
meanders and bed-raising or floodplain lowering to reconnect the floodplain. 
Removing or bypassing the weir is an additional restoration option which 
would remove the impounding effect on the river upstream. The proximity of 
buildings and the sewage treatment works and discharge needs careful 
consideration here and further detailed information is required, including 
longitudinal bed levels and topographical survey of the floodplain. 
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Photo 18 Embanked channel upstream of the weir. 

 

Photo 19 Weir that previously diverted water to a mill on the left bank. 
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Photo 20 Good riparian habitat resulting from previous habitat project work. Note paleo‐channels in the field to 

the left of the picture. 

 

Figure 22 Valley cross‐section, Great Ponton Phase 1 with clear paleo‐channels on both banks (arrows). 
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Figure 23 LIDAR ground levels (Great Ponton, Phase 1) showin the differing heights of the channel and floodplain 

upstream and downstream of the weir (arrow), plus the clear cut‐off meanders on the RHB below the weir. 
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6.0 Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance; no liability or responsibility for any loss 
or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a result of any other 
person, company or organisation acting, or refraining from acting, upon 
guidance made in this report. 
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Appendix 1 Previous correspondence in relation to Easton Phase 3 (prior to 
weir removal). 

Hi Tim 

Long By Pass Option 

I have mapped a possible longer weir bypass channel for the Easton‐A1 weir scheme. 

Map 1 shows the proposed bypass course in black hatched lines. Overall length is about 300m, with 

a more sinuous course than the straightened weir channel, crossing to the west (lower elevation) 

side of the floodplain, and impinging in plavces on the secondary ‘spring‐fed’ channel. The planned 

route also occupies some possible old topographic lows that seem to be former channel courses. At 

the downstream end I have run the course to the east of the pump house. There would be potential 

to model the channel with point bars, riffles and pools, and also possibly to use connections with the 

secondary channel to create low energy backwaters. 

 

Figure 2 shows the long profile for the section of the current channel from just upstream of the 

proposed bypass off take to the re‐connection point. The LiDAR data is noisy (trees etc cause this), 

but essentially it suggests a zero gradient long profile at c.81m AOD, with a drop to c.79.5m at the 

weir. 

 

Figure 3 shows the floodplain and generalised bed long profile for the bypass channel. This would 

drop from c.81m to somewhere between 79‐79.5 m over a course of c.300m, giving an estimated 

gradient of 0.005 to 0.007. I don’t think this is that high a gradient and should be within the safe 

limit with respect to erosion/deposition/channel change.   

 

Your thoughts on this (do‐ability, cost, practicalities, geomorphological etc) would be good to hear 

early next week. 

 

Regards 

 

Gez Foster
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Figure 2: LiDAR long profile for existing channel (starting just u/s from proposed bypass off‐take, ending 

at proposed re‐connect location) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: LiDAR long profile for proposed bypass channel (graph is floodplain surface), with generalised 

bed gradient shown as the hatched line 
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